Agenda

• Welcome
• Updates
  – SLO Subgroup
  – December 7 Task Force Meeting
• Debriefing Carol Geary Schneider Visit and FaCET Conference
• Discussion of Current (2013) Program
• Thinking Ahead
  – Next Steps for Task Force
SLO Sub Group

- Members from GE 2.0 TF and Assessment Committee
- Developing Program Level SLOs
- Designing Rubrics
- 2 Meetings
- Reconvening Soon
December 7 Exit Slip Categories

• Faculty Support
• Focus on Student Experience
• Considers needs of all Students (Transfer, Online...)
• Budgetary Support
• Staff Support
• Committed Faculty
• Flexible
• Easy to Explain, Understood By All
December 7 Exit Slip Categories

- Faculty Support
- Focus on Student Experience
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- Staff Support
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- Flexible
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Today’s Focus

- Student Experience
- Moving towards Understanding the Purpose of the Program and its Components
Reflecting on Carol Geary Schneider Visit and FaCET Conference
Questions for Reflection

• What were your Ah-ha moments?
  – 2-minute silent write/reflection
  – Share

• What are your thoughts about the compact? What did you hear?
  – 2-minute silent write/reflection
  – Share
  – Common understanding of the purposes and commitment to (through communication and experience)
Questions for Reflection

• What did you hear regarding the difference between interdisciplinary learning and integrative learning around big questions students explore?
  – 2-minute silent write/reflection
  – Share

• What did you hear and your thoughts about the spiral of goals and experience?
  – 2-minute silent write/reflection
  – Share
Additional Thoughts and Comments
Updates:
Carol’s visit with the Deans
A Conversation with Your Deans

• Academic Units
• Coordinate with the faculty representatives from that unit
  – All Task Force Members from unit welcome (and encouraged) to attend
  – Example, Rita Barger is representative from SOE, she will set up meeting but will coordinate with Carolyn Barber (UCC rep) and Brad Martens (SOE Advising rep)
Break

10 Minutes
Discussion of the Current Program
Strengths and Challenges of Current Gen Ed Program

• Challenges
  – 2 minute silent reflection
  – Share

Current Program vs. Any Program
Strengths and Challenges of Current Gen Ed Program

• What have you heard or experienced that is a strength?
  – 2 minute silent reflection
  – Share
Thinking Ahead
Sub Group to Begin Development of Models

- Meet with Co-Chairs and Host
- Time Commitment
  - 3-6 hours/week
- Prepare models to share with Gen Ed 2.0
Next Meetings

- Updates from Sub Groups
- Begin the work for additional working groups
- Finalize the Purpose
- Begin planning logistics and program simultaneously, as applicable
Thank you!

• Please complete exit slip before you leave
• Have a great rest of the week!